
Getting 
Started 

with BIMI
What email marketers must know to get started with 

Brand Indicators for Message Identification (BIMI).
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What is BIMI?
Ever notice how some brands have their 
logo displayed next to their message in 
the inbox? 

The logo that appears is known as a 
verified sender logo.

BIMI acronym
bi·mi   |   \ bih-mee \  

Definition of BIMI
Brand Indicators for Message Identification—referred 
to as BIMI for short—is an emerging email specification 
that enables the use of brand-controlled logos within 
supporting email clients.

In short, BIMI allows you to display a sender 
logo with your emails, when verified under a 
set of BIMI specifications. It’s a way to verify 
information about your brand, like Domain-
based Message Authentication, Reporting, and 
Conformance (DMARC), Domain Keys Identified 
Mail (DKIM), and Sender Policy Framework 
(SPF). In fact, it works right alongside these 
three methods for verifying sender information 
to signal to email clients that your brand is 
actually behind the email they’ve received.

Brand with verified 
sender logo

Brand without verified 
sender logo

Source: BIMI Group
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With BIMI you can…
1. Display your logo on your emails

2. Control the logo that displays alongside your emails in the preview pane

3. Cultivate immediate brand recognition and an enhanced subscriber experience

Example of email with BIMI sender logo:Example of email with no sender logo:

Examples
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With the introduction of Apple’s Mail Privacy Protection (MPP) in 2021 and the death 
of third-party cookies from Google in 2023, there’s no denying that privacy measures 
are increasing. This isn’t surprising in a world where phishing and email scams are on 
the rise. But as email marketers, it’s imperative we establish trust with our subscribers. 
One of the ways to do that is BIMI.

  From a subscriber’s perspective, BIMI helps them easily identify, 
recognize, and trust that the message coming into their inbox is indeed coming 
from your brand.

    From a brand’s perspective, BIMI allows you to display your company 
logo in supported inboxes, allowing your message to adhere to your brand 
guidelines while putting your brand front-and-center.

While a number of email clients attempt to 
pull a logo into the inbox, marketers don’t 
have a lot of control over which logo or 
imagery is used. BIMI allows direct control 
over what logo is displayed—offering brand 
consistency and the ability to increase 
recognition and trust with your subscribers.

Example of email with default sender logo:

90%
in the U.K.

84%
in the U.S.

Increase in consumer 
confidence in email 

legitimacy when BIMI is used

Source: Red Sift

Why email marketers should care about BIMI
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In a survey of over 1,000 adults in the U.S. 
and U.K., the inclusion of a registered 
logo using BIMI standards resulted in an 
increase across open rates, average 
purchase likelihood, brand recall, and 
confidence in email.

Key value 
propositions
BIMI allows you to:

1. Automatically manage your 
logos, ensuring the correct one is 
displayed

2. Leverage the investment in 
your DMARC enforcement 
efforts by displaying logos to 
your customers and building 
brand trust 

Which mailbox providers support BIMI?

Although not all mailbox providers support BIMI currently, they will likely in 
the future, especially as privacy measures increase in email. It’s an emerging 
standard that is still in development, but setting it up now will help you 
privacy-proof your email program.

“This is just the start for BIMI. The standard expects to 
expand support across logo types and validators.” 

Source: Google

As of March 2022:

You can get the latest BIMI 

requirements and news from 

the BIMI working group.
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So—who’s behind BIMI?

The AuthIndicators Working Group is the organization behind BIMI. This vendor-
neutral committee of companies is working to create a BIMI standard, and a more 
trustworthy inbox experience worldwide, by increasing the use of authentication to 
help reduce email fraud. 

Companies working to develop BIMI include Fastmail, Google, Mailchimp, Proofpoint, 
Twilio SendGrid, Validity, Valimail, and Verizon Media (which owns Yahoo Mail).

How BIMI works

Like other email authentication 
standards, BIMI is essentially a 
text file, which follows a specific 
format and lives on your sending 
servers. It may also include any 
information for Verified Mark 
Certificates (VMC) you may have.

What’s in a BIMI record?

1. A text file containing the URL for your brand’s logo and information
2. Information on any VMCs you may have (optional but recommended)*
 
When a message is delivered, the recipient’s email service looks up the BIMI text file 
and where it’s hosted for verification. Once verified, the BIMI file tells the email service 
where to find the sender’s logo, and the email service pulls that logo into the inbox.

You’ll need the following to get BIMI set up:

 ☐ Authentication of your emails with SPF, DKIM, and DMARC
 ☐ Access to your domain name servers to set up a new BIMI DNS entry
 ☐ An SVG file of your logo
 ☐ A VMC (optional but recommended)*

 

Aside from the email team, you 
may want to connect with IT, tech 

operations, and your graphic design 
team before you get started with BIMI.
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Pause: What’s a Verified Mark 
Certificate (VMC)?

Currently, obtaining a VMC is optional, but as 
BIMI becomes more widely available, it may 
become a standard.

If you want your logo to show up in Gmail, you’ll 
need to get your VMC setup with either DigiCert 
or Entrust. It could take a few months to do this.

In order for a brand’s logo to show as part of BIMI, the email must pass 
DMARC authentication checks to ensure legitimacy. In summary:

QUICK OVERVIEW 

A brand publishes their 
brand assertions for 

domains via DNS

Next, for any email message 
received by a mailbox provider...

If the message passes 
authentication...

Then, if a BIMI record is present...

The mailbox provider  
authenticates the 

message.

The mailbox provider 
queries the DNS for a 
corresponding BIMI 

record.

The mailbox provider 
can use the brand’s 

logo to display in the 
inbox preview pane 

and email.
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AuthIndicators Group has also provided several SVG 
conversion tools. 

3. Acquire a VMC for your logo (optional) 
This is optional but recommended. It requires 
additional steps and resources in order to implement, 
but if you want your logo to show up in Gmail, you’ll 
need to get your VMC setup (with either DigiCert or 
Entrust).

4. Publish a BIMI record for your domain in DNS 
Access your DNS and create a new TXT record at the 
default._bimi subdomain and add the following values 
as follows: 
 

default._bimi.[domain] IN TXT “v=BIMI1; 

l=[SVG URL]; a=[PEM URL]  
The a= tag is optional—this is for your VMC.

5. Use the BIMI Inspector tool to ensure proper set up 
After you save your record, use the AuthIndicator 
Group’s BIMI Inspector to check that it’s up and 
running properly.

1. Authenticate your organization’s emails with SPF, DKIM, 
and DMARC 
Ensure all are aligned. It’s the first (and most important) step 
toward using BIMI to display your logo. 
 

BIMI requires DMARC, and DMARC requires your domain to 
have DKIM records set up in order to work. While DMARC 
only requires either SPF or DKIM to align, it’s best to include 
SPF records for added security support. 
 

You will need to set up the DMARC record on the “From” 
domain. When setting up the DMARC record, the reject policy 
in that record must either be p=quarantine or p=reject.

2. Produce an SVG Tiny PS version of your logo 
BIMI requires you to supply your logo in a specific, secure 
vector format. It will need to be the correct size and shape. 
General rules of thumb:

• Square aspect ratio
• Solid background color
• Center your image (it may appear in a rounded frame)
• Keep it under 32 kilobytes

You can check out the full specifications here.

How to set up BIMI
BIMI BIMI

Source: BIMI Group
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A little about us

Here at Litmus, we’re passionate about everything email marketing. And our mission is 
to help brands access what they need to send better email, faster. Through our blog, 
Litmus Live conferences, ebooks, webinars, and more, we share best practices and 
trends to help your team stay at the forefront of the industry.

Another thing we’re into? Software that makes creating high-performing email 
easy. Marketers pair Litmus with existing email service providers (ESPs) to ensure a 
consistently great brand experience for every subscriber, 
work more efficiently, accelerate campaign 
performance, reduce errors, and stay out of the 
spam folder. With Litmus by your side, you’ll 
have the tools and insights you need to 
provide your customers with an incredible 
email experience—and an incredible ROI.

Want to stay in touch?
Get how-tos, inspiration, and more 

from our newsletters—for email 
pros, by email pros.

Facebook  |  Twitter  |  LinkedIn 

Subscribe today
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